[Imaging pulmonary embolism].
The diagnostic performance of computed tomography images of pulmonary embolism is directly related to the acquisition parameters. Any physician evaluating these scans must have proper knowledge of the acquisition, injection, reconstruction, and radiation parameters. Cardiac gating and morphological and functional image processing should be understood since they are now routine techniques particularly important for preoperative assessment of chronic thromboembolism. Elementary knowledge of the imaging techniques reduces the risk of diagnostic limitations. Understanding these techniques does not require any particularly advanced knowledge of physics, data processing or technology, but is necessary to chose the appropriate technical facilities and equipment adapted for diagnostic purposes. While specific training is not a prerequisite, interpretation of an angioscan of the pulmonary vessels does require precise knowledge of the pulmonary anatomy in addition to the technical knowledge mentioned above. Proper analysis may reach the 4th and 5th generation vessels. Different analysis methods have been developed which take into account the technical parameters and avoid the need for serial images. Each slice can then be analyzed within an acquisition Volume. Differential diagnosis is also very technique-dependent, minimally operator-dependent but highly machine-dependent. Differential diagnosis becomes less and less a problem with advancing equipment. Sufficient knowledge of the physiological and pathogenic basis is relatively easy to retain.